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editor’s letter

S
ince the New Year, our team at IAB has been engrossed in 

compiling its highly coveted World Survey 2020, which 

orders accounting Networks and Associations into global 

and regional rankings by fee income and staff size.

IAB’s 

Group Editor

Editor’s letter 
Client advice and market 
awareness are the order 
of the day

Get in touch with the group editor at: zoya.malik@globaldata.com
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news update
UK advertised accountancy and finance 
salaries continued to rise in 2019, with a 
3.2% average increase in salary resulting in a 
£42,000 ($54,599) salary for executive roles, 
according to research by Reed Accountancy 
& Finance.

From analysis of 7.5 million jobs posted 
since the start of 2016, the Reed Accountancy 
& Finance Salary Guide 2020 found that the 
finance sector was one of the strongest sectors 
going into 2020. Along with the advertised 
salary increases, the sector saw a 0.2% growth 
in the number of jobs posted.

Of the salary increases identified by Reed, 
the biggest percentage of wage increases were 
seen below the £40,000 mark, including 
assistant accountant (12.3%) and credit 

control managers (4.7%). For salaries above 
£40,000, roles with the highest increases 
included financial controller (4.6%), 
commercial accountant (5.0%) and project 
accountant (4.7%).

Reed Finance London area manager 
John Forword said: “Like many others, the 
accountancy and finance sector will have been 
affected over recent times by the economic 
and political uncertainty generated by the 
Brexit fall-out.

“Despite this, it appears that the sector 
continues to perform well and has been able 
to maintain salary levels for its employees. 
The good news for the sector is that the past 
12 months have seen a healthy spike in salary 
increases, as well as a rise in roles, which we 

predict will continue into next year. This is 
a welcome trend for existing employees, and 
should also help attract talent considering a 
move into a resilient sector that offers plenty 
of career opportunities.”

He continued: “In 2020, we expect to see 
accountancy and finance professionals to 
continue to be in demand as companies look 
for sound financial advice to stay strong and 
plan in the coming months – now that the 
future is becoming clearer.

“Employing the right people and capturing 
the best talent will be crucial to helping 
businesses achieve that, and these salary 
guides will give indication of where the 
competition is and where it is going to be in 
2020 and beyond.” 

AIR OF CAUTION AS UK EXITS EU
The withdrawal agreement between the 
EU and the UK came into force on 31 
January 2020, meaning the UK is no longer 
an EU member state.

The withdrawal agreement aims to 
ensure an orderly withdrawal 
of the UK from the EU. It 

protocols on Ireland, 
Northern Ireland, 
Cyprus and Gibraltar, 
governance and other 

On 23 June 2016, UK 

EU, and on 29 March 2017, the UK 

endorsed the withdrawal agreement as 

on the framework of the future EU-UK 

The entry into force of the withdrawal 
agreement marks the end of the period 

foreseen in the withdrawal agreement, 

businesses to adapt.

law, but will no longer 
be represented in 

be extended once for a 
period of up to one or 
two years, if both sides 

agree to this before 1 
July 2020.

partnership between the EU 
and the UK can start now that the 

in October 2019.

commented: “The mind-set of business 

possible risk to plan for, but a real change. 

“Government and businesses must now 

the EU. Those businesses who simply wait 
to see the details of a free trade agreement 
will be too late; some areas of change are 
already determined and can be prepared 
for now.

James Stewart, vice-chair and head of 
Brexit at KPMG UK, added: “Now the real 

reached by the end of the year.
“With regulatory and trade issues all 

there will be choppy waters ahead. 

agreement with the EU.”
Stewart added: “Brexit is uncharted 

investment by the government. However, 
the reality is key investment decisions need 

get the UK back on the path to growth.” 
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celebrates its 10th anniversary 
this year. Can you tell us about the 

Huang Jinhui: Reanda International, a 
China-branded international accounting 
network, was initiated by Reanda Certified 
Public Accountants (Reanda China) 
in Beijing in 2009. Back then, Reanda 
International had two member firms from 
Mainland China and Hong Kong only. As of 
2019, Reanda International has 41 members 
across five regions: EMEA, America, Asia 
and Oceania, South East Asia and South 
Asia. There are more than 147 offices and 
4,500 staff worldwide to provide professional 
services to clients. In 2019, Reanda 
International recorded an aggregated fee 
income of $233.2m.

Over the past decade, it has blazed a unique 
new path to achieve internationalisation, 
adopting the top-tier networks’ business 
models while maintaining our home-grown 
expertise when creating our own international 
brand. The network has made it to the 
international accounting arena in providing 
quality, efficient and professional cross-border 
professional services to global clients, and 
we have been working meticulously towards 
becoming a trusted business service partner. 

ZM: How much tech investment 
has been made to strengthen the 

HJ: In 2018, Reanda International applied 
for Forum of Firms (FoF) membership and 
became an affiliate effective 1 January 2019.

The network is now actively promoting 
the global monitoring review programme, 
and is devoted to adopting international 
standards on global audit engagements, 
as well as meeting other requirements on 
members’ compliance in terms of following 
international standards of quality, and the 
code of ethics for professional accountants. 

In order to meet the requirements to 
become a full member of FoF, Reanda 
International has also updated its Technical 
Manual in e-version, and promoted its 
application with overseas members. We are 
also endeavouring to grow a database of 
clients from member firms, and to work with 
large software developers to develop work 
management software in order to strengthen 
internal communication between member 
firms by the exchange of files, video or voice 
messages.

The network has already invested more 
than $1m in the above projects, and will 
continue to invest further.

ZM: Where do you see regional 

HJ: There are many uncertainties emanating 
from global geopolitics, and entrepreneurs 
will be tracking related policy changes in 
order to identify business opportunities. We 
see that clients will be seeking growth in the 
following countries or regions:

China’s neighbours: There will be many 
business opportunities in countries along 
the Belt and Road route, due to China’s 
sustainable development initiative.

India: The Indian government has lowered 
corporate tax and the tax rate from 30% to 
22% in order to boost economic growth by 
stimulating private investment. It is believed 

that the above policy will attract more 
companies to invest in India.

Macau: According to Chinese government 
policy, Macau will act as a commercial and 
trade co-operation service platform, and 
a bridge between corporates in China and 
Portuguese-speaking countries

Greater Bay Area: Take Guangdong 
Province as an example: its GDP reached 
more than $1.52trn in 2019. Compared 
with 2018 GDP data from the World Bank, 
Guangdong Province will rank 13 in the 
world’s largest economies.

Guangdong Province’s 2019 GDP 
surpassed that of Australia, which ranked 
13th with a GDP of $1.43trn, only slightly 
below South Korea, which had a GDP 
of $1.62trn. It shows that there is a huge 
potential in the development of the Greater 
Bay Area.

ZM: What are the challenges in 
expanding into Europe versus South 
East Asia and South Asia, and which 

receive the greatest investment by 

HJ: Firstly, the standards of CPA firms in 
Europe are more in line with international 
accounting standards and are relatively mature 
in their adoption, whereas firms in South East 
Asia and South Asia are at a different pace, as 
every country and local firm meets different 
quality-control requirements.

Therefore, we are paying greater attention 
to this and are finding it easier to identify 
European firms that are running along 
professional standards and that share a 
similar philosophy and approach to Reanda 
International. 

reanda international 
celebrates a 

decade in practice
Looking forward to the start of a new decade, Zoya Malik questioned China-based Reanda 

International chair Huang Jinhui about his strategic vision in expanding internationally 
and the network’s initiatives in brand building to cement stakeholder condidence
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Secondly, English is one of the most 
commonly used languages in Europe; 
however, in South East Asia and South 
Asia, where English is not widely used, 
language can be a barrier. In 2019, Reanda 
International’s growth in Europe and Asia was 
12% and 2% respectively. 

We believe that Reanda International has 
to develop and invest more resources in fields 
such as M&A, BEPS, transfer pricing and 
taxation. Additionally, according to Reanda 
International’s development plan for the next 
10 years, the network will further echo the 
Belt and Road initiative. Its Belt and Road 
Finance, Tax and Law Supporting Centre will 
cooperate with our members along the Belt 
and Road route to assist Chinese enterprises 
that are ‘going global’ on their regulatory 
and compliance issues, with our extensive 
knowledge of local accounting and taxation 
laws and regulations.

ZM: How are you working with 

HJ: The new Technical Manual version offers 
a global professional standard for member 
firms to meet quality levels set out by their 
respective local regulators. Our members pay 
regular visits to their local regulators in order 
to exchange insights and keep them informed 
about the capabilities of their firm and 
Reanda International as a whole.

Our Reanda China member firm reports 
regularly to the Chinese Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants and the China Securities 
Regulatory Commission, and maintains 
excellent communications and relationships 
with the local regulators.

from the Big Four in the geographies 

HJ: Reanda International is based on an 
unique Chinese culture, whilst as a network 
we have adopted the business model of a first-
tier international accounting network. 

Over the past 10 years, Reanda 
International, as an independent Chinese 
brand and an international accounting 
network from Asia, has exemplified the way 
that Chinese accountants can go global 
and the network has formed its distinctive 
development strategy.

Being headquartered in Beijing and with 
membership headquarters in Hong Kong, 

we are well positioned to offer professional 
cross-border services. As Reanda China was 
established by the Ministry of Foreign Trade 
and Economic Cooperation in 1993, we 
maintain very good connections with Chinese 
embassies and official associations abroad, 
whilst holding a strong knowledge of China.

During this time, Reanda China 
has serviced many prominent clients, 
including large and super-large state-owned 
enterprises, listed companies, foreign 
companies, foreign-invested enterprises 

and large private enterprises. To name 
a few, Reanda China acted as reporting 
accountant for Metallurgical Corporation 
of China, Sinochem Group, and China 
State Construction Engineering. Our China 
founder firm has a vast network of client 
resources, both nationally and internationally.

To serve Chinese enterprises abroad, 
Reanda International has kept two main 
focuses: to improve client development and 
service quality, and to establish effective 
and positive communication with local 
Chinese Embassies and Chinese enterprise 
associations.

Reanda International has also facilitated the 
set-up of regional administrative offices, and 
encouraged overseas members to set up China 
desks in their offices.

We believe it is indeed an effective 
initiative to minimise the cultural barriers 
between overseas members and Chinese 
enterprises. The initiative also enables our 
overseas member firms to leverage on their 
local resources, connections and extensive 
knowledge of local rules and regulations, 
and to provide smart solutions for Chinese 
enterprises in respect of their difficulties, 
encountered in relation to accounting, tax 
and legal aspects when conducting business 
in overseas.

When recruiting new firms, we see that the 
quality of the firm’s services and competitive 
pricing are very important criteria for clients 
choosing a service provider and network. We 
strive to promote Reanda International to 
clients as an option besides the Big Four.

ZM: How has the outbreak of the 
Coronavirus impacted company 

HJ: The coronavirus occurred during the 
Chinese New Year in China, and the Chinese 
government extended the public holiday by 
three days, until Sunday 2 February, to keep 
the public at home.

The staff at our China member firm in 
Mainland China – aside from offices in Hubei 
City, the epicentre of the outbreak where staff 
will work from home as a temporary measure 
– have returned to the office.

For the time being, there is no actual effect 
on Reanda China operations at the office so 
far. In accordance with Reanda China policy, 
after returning to work, staff are advised to 
minimise face-to-face client meetings and to 
use alternative channels such as via telephone, 
video conference and electronic media, for 
example Whatsapp and Wechat.

Staff at Reanda Hong Kong returned 
to work on 30 January, and will not travel 
to Mainland China for work until further 
notice. Depending on the situation, we are 
likely to postpone business trips abroad. 

Reanda Hong Kong has also put a variety 
of other measures in place, with employees 
that have travelled to the mainland over the 
past two weeks being instructed to stay at 
home for 14 days. 

quality of services and competitive pricing 
are very important criteria for clients 
choosing a service provider and network
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growth hard to come bygrowth hard to come by  
without increased without increased 

appetite for innovation appetite for innovation 
and transformation and transformation 

Zoya MalikZoya Malik  and the and the International Accounting BulletinInternational Accounting Bulletin team  team 
analyse the 2019 performance of global networks and associationsanalyse the 2019 performance of global networks and associations

Ten years ago, in 2009, there were 
the first sure signs that the economy 
was recovering from the global 

financial crisis.
Most people were still using a Blackberry, 

Apple was only valued at $80bn, and Barack 
Obama was just elected as president of the 
US. Fast forward 10 years and we saw a very 
different world in 2019, one dominated by 
divisions and tensions, living lives of constant 
connectivity and incoming 5G technology as 
well as impending climate emergency calling 
for immediate action. 

Similarly, in the accountancy profession, 
things have changed somewhat too. Overall 
market structure has remained the same, with 
the Big Four dominating with their market 
leading position; however, just as the with 
mid-tier, the Big Four have had to adapt to 

increased scrutiny as well as jumping ahead of 
clients’ ever-more-complex needs.

Change is far from over; on the contrary, 
it seems to be happening even faster than 
ever before, with technology pushing much 
of the transformation, as well as the need for 
accountancy firms to provide more assurance 
and expertise to new business areas on themes 
that had barely been envisaged 10 years ago. 

SURVEY THEN AND NOW
The International Accounting Bulletin world 
survey data also looked somewhat different a 
decade ago, with 42 organisations taking part 
– 18 networks and 24 associations – making 
$142.1bn in fee income.

In this year’s survey, looking back at 2019, 
we have 51 organisations taking part – 29 

networks and 22 associations – earning 
$234.5bn in fee income.

In this year’s ranking we have welcomed 
three new organisations: German network 
ETL Global features at number 16 in the 
networks ranking, and associations Daxin 
and BOKS International now feature in the 
associations ranking (see pages 11-12).

Average growth among networks in 2019 
was 4%. The Big Four’s average growth was 
4%, as compared to 5% for the mid-tier 
networks. For associations, the average growth 
rate was 10%, driven by some organisations’ 
extensive recruitment of new member firms. 

Deloitte, the largest global professional 
services network, cemented its advantage over 
close competitor PwC even further this year, 
with 7% growth to $46.2bn, mainly driven 
by advisory growth. 
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The gap between third-ranked EY and 
fourth KPMG also widened, with the gap 
now standing at just over $6.6bn and EY 
making $36.3bn in fee income for the year 
ending 30 June 2019, up by 8%. 

In the top 10 networks ranking, RSM 
edged over Grant Thornton by making 
$19.3m more in fee income, reporting 
$5.73bn in fee income and taking the spot of 
the sixth-largest network globally. RSM’s fee 
income does, however, include $1.3bn from 
alliance member firms. 

In the associations ranking, the two new 
additions bring minor changes to the overall 
ranking. 

A notable merger between network MGI 
Worldwide and association CPA Associates 
International also brings the newly created 

MGI Worldwide with CPAAI to the spot of 
the 11th-largest association, with a combined 
fee income of $914.9m.

At the top of the associations ranking, 
Allinial Global overtook LEAGLobal/Leading 
Edge Alliance and claimed the crown of 
second-largest association with fee income 
of $4.1bn, up by 36%, attributed to the 
addition of 20 member firms. 

SERVICE LINE SHIFTS
It is old news that, due to fee pressure and 
squeezed margins, growth from audit and 
accounting services is hard to come by. Data 
gathered by IAB shows an ever-growing 
trend for advisory services, which reaches far 
beyond just the Big Four. 

As per the data in the graphic, in 2019 the 
Big Four earned only 34% if their total fee 
income from audit and accounting services; 
for the rest of the mid-tier networks, 50% of  
overall fee income came from audit, assurance 
and accounting services. To compare with 
2008 data, the Big Four then made 53% of 
their fee income from audit and accounting 
services, and in 2014 42% of the their fee 
income came from those services.

Tax is the only service line that has seen 
little change in the amount of fees earned, 
with most networks earning around 23% of 
their overall fee income from tax. This figure 
is exactly the same as recorded in 2008, when 
the IAB data showed that networks made an 
average of 23% of their overall fee income 
from tax services. 

world overview
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Rank Name
Fee 

income 
2019 ($m)

Growth 
(%)

Fee split (%)
Year end Audit & 

assurance services Tax Advisory Other 

3

7 3

7

33

37

3

7

7

33

Total revenue/growth 204,612.0 4%

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av = not available.
(1) FY2019 fee data includes $2,765.3m from correspondent and alliance members. (2) FY19 fee data includes $1,323m from correspondent and alliance members. (3) FY19 data includes 

correspondent members. (6) FY19 fee data includes $16m from correspondent and alliance members. (7) FY19 fee data includes $386.1m from correspondent and alliance members. (8) FY19 
fee data includes $6.6m from correspondent and alliance members. (9) FY19 fee data includes $6.2m from correspondents and alliance members. (10) FY19 data does not include $62.3m from 
correspondent and alliance members. (11) Revenue does not include fee income of associated US partners. If it were to, the combined revenue of the network would be $1,156.50m. (12) FY19 

FY19 fee data includes $6.7m from correspondent and alliance members.
*Disclaimer: 

Source:
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world
networks: staff data

Rank Name
Total staff Growth 

(%)
Partners Professionals Admin staff Offices

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

3

7

1,583,725 1,481,646 7% 88,813 85,748 1,253,669 1,163,702 241,243 232,195 13,156 12,594

Notes: -

*Disclaimer: 
Source:
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Rank Name
Fee 

income 
2019 ($m)

Growth 
(%)

Fee split (%)
Year end Audit & 

assurance services Tax Advisory Other 

7

3

7

7

7

37

7

33

Total revenue/growth 29,860.9 10%

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av = not available.

*Disclaimer: 

Source:
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Rank Name
Total staff Growth 

(%)
Partners Professionals Admin staff Offices

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

3

7

269,787 238,849 8% 28,749 25,492 185,511 162,684 35,918 31,905 8,046 7,517

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av = not available.

*Disclaimer: 
Source:
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Looking at core activities such as 
auditing, advisory, taxation and 
recruitment, the broad consensus 

is that accounting businesses that apply 
vision and resolve to a clear direction 
increase their chances of success, provided 
they continue to engage regularly with 
ongoing technological developments and 
hiring of skilled staff in order to remain 
nimble and keep adapting to the changes 
in client demand and market patterns.

As ever, there is a divergence of views 
among the leading industry players, and these 
pivot on fundamental differences such as a 
local versus global outlook, or the imperatives 
driving an independent firm as opposed to 
the parameters of a network or association.

Not surprisingly, the strategic initiatives 
of most firms also vary depending on their 
positioning within this global ecosystem, 
and how far along the developmental curve 
they may be in adapting to these external 
influences. Most importantly, each entity 
looks to answer the question of how best to 
weigh up risk against investment, in order to 
grow and serve their international clients in 
the current environment.

CHANGING FACE OF AUDIT
With increased scrutiny on audit quality and 
perceived conflicts of interest between audit 
and non-audit work, a fundamental question 
that has arisen for the industry is: how 
should firms develop their audit practices 
going forward, especially in terms of staffing 
and training of the audit unit to become a 
specialist service function? 

In the UK, the Brydon review, Assess, 
Assure and Inform; improving audit quality 
and effectiveness, was published in late 2019. 
The review was commissioned following a 

number of high-profile company collapses 
such as Carillion and British Home Stores, 
which put their auditors in the firing line of 
parliamentary select committees, and then 
the national press. 

The main aim of the Brydon review was 
to assess the issue of the expectation gap in 
audit, and to see if audit in its current form is 
still fit for purpose in the 21st century. While 
this was a UK review, this is an issue that a 
number of jurisdictions have increasingly 
faced over the past few years and the review 
took under consideration comment from 
stakeholders from across the globe.

One of the main sticking points for UK 
politicians was the perceived conflict of 
interest of audit firms providing non-audit 
services. To address this issue, the Brydon 
review suggested developing audit into a 
profession in its own right, noting that audit 
is part of the wider accountancy profession. 
By doing so, the review suggests that this 
would create more specialised auditors.

A few weeks prior to the review’s 
publication, KPMG UK announced 
that it would be launching an audit-only 
apprenticeship. Commenting at the time 
on the new apprenticeship, KPMG UK 
head of audit Jon Holt said: “Advances in 
new technology such as AI, blockchain 
and predictive analytics are fundamentally 
changing how we work and the sort of skills 
we’re looking for. Strong numeracy is still 
hugely important, but we also look beyond 
academic achievement alone and focus on 
potential.”

Jon Lisby, MD at Global Alliance Advisory 
Services, suggests that although this scrutiny 
comes at a time when technology is delivering 
a new “age of audit revolution”, technology 
alone cannot replace all the human skills that 
are needed to develop future audit practices.

He says: “As well as being fully trained 
for the digital audit, staff need excellent 
communication and judgement skills, they 
need to appreciate how the audited entity 
works, understand the applicable industry 
and be commercially aware.

“Adding additional independent review 
processes may support appropriate judgement 
but, ultimately, traditional and vital personal 
characteristics should be embedded within 
the audit leadership and the audit team, 
namely professional scepticism, integrity and 
strength of character.” 

A growing dependence on technology, 
especially artificial intelligence (AI), in the 
execution of auditing work is a recurrent 
theme across the industry. Marion Hannon, 
global leader for quality and risk at RSM, 
states: “Audit is a core part of our business, 
and grew by more than 6% in 2019.

“Last year we launched RSM Orb, our own 
bespoke audit solution and, being client risk 
focused, the methodology behind it aims to 
provide deeper critical insights. We have also 
established a data analytics working group to 
experiment with new technology such as AI 
to streamline and enrich the audit process.” 

The obvious question is what effect this 
has had on the workforce, and Hannon 
underlines the positives. “We use AI and 
automation in two main ways at RSM,” she 
explains. “First, we use it to complement 
and enhance our people, not replace them. 
By streamlining processes and digitising our 
services, AI frees up our consultants to advise, 
to grow relationships with their clients and 
get to grips with their businesses.

“Second, AI is a tool that allows us to tackle 
new, more difficult client challenges. For 
example, even small businesses today have 
complex international supply chains. AI and 
machine learning can help us to understand 
them far better.”

Networks and associations have been 
deploying new technology for several years, 
and many have created partnerships with 
technology companies for the benefit of 
their members. As Clive Bennett, CEO at 
the recently merged MGI Worldwide with 
CPAAI explains: “Disruptive technology and 
the resultant transformation of the profession 
has been a key theme at many of our member 
conferences in recent years.

“We have implemented a technology 
advisory initiative, which includes monthly 

continues on page 16

Jon Lisby, Global Alliance Advisory Services Marion Hannon, RSM

IAB speaks to experts in the global industry about their 
views on the profession and wider market conditions
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technology webinars for our firms and the 
negotiation of global partnerships with key 
suppliers of software services and applications. 
One of these partnerships is with a leading 
supplier of AI audit software.” 

Another approach is to focus on cloud-
based solutions. Nexia International CEO 
Kevin Arnold encourages member firms 
to use these scalable, network wide, cloud-
based tools to increase the efficiency and 
consistency of audits, and also to use them as 
a commercial tool towards creating a global 
outlook – because the cloud allows you to 
train staff remotely, in a coordinated fashion, 
why not use that same quality to pitch for 
business, regardless of location?

A QUESTION OF QUALITY
With a steady shift towards the incorporation 
of new technology, obvious concerns are 
thrown up about the quality of work being 
delivered and, as a result, many industry 
participants are working on improving quality 
assurance review procedures.

Bennett comments: “We have invested 
in a dedicated and customised online audit 
independence checking system. Following 
advice from the Forum of Firms, we widened 
the risk-based scoping of our on-site quality 
assurance reviews, and extended this approach 
to due diligence for new member firms.

“To comply with IFAC (IESBA) and EU 
network rules, firms must check on any 
possible threats posed to audit independence 
by work being carried out by fellow network 
members for the same clients as their own. 
We designed and implemented a custom 
online system to help members easily and 
effectively search for and evaluate such threats 
before accepting new client engagements.”

For reasons of jurisdictional spread, it 
can prove challenging for networks and 
associations to maintain consistent standards 
across the board. Anton Colella, global CEO 
at Moore Global, alludes to the fact that 

they do not have an integrated global audit 
practice but, rather, rely on member firms to 
run their own quality checks.

“However,” he continues, “Moore Global 
has a vital role in promoting the adoption 
of the international auditing standards and 
the IESBA Code of Ethics, through the 
provision of network resources such as our 
global audit manual. We have significantly 
increased the resources dedicated to audit 
quality at a global level, and we operate a 
robust global network review programme 
which is constantly evolving to keep pace 
with regulatory developments. We have also 
extended our admission review programme, 
for new firms joining our network.”

BROADENING SCOPE OF 
ASSURANCE SERVICES
The financial statement audit is fundamental 
to any market-based economy and this will 
remain so for the foreseeable future, even in 
the age of AI; however, there is a growing 
demand from investors and regulators for 
assurance over newer risks, anything from 
cybersecurity to the effects of climate change.

The skills base required to satisfy this 
function, with assurance and integrity, is 
different from that of an efficient financial 
statement auditor, but many firms continue 
to amalgamate these skills under one roof. 

IAPA International CEO H Özgür 
Demirdöven feels there is justification 
for keeping all assurance activities under 
one roof. He states: “A multidisciplinary 
approach, drawing on deep methodology 
and frameworks for assurance, combined 
with specialist and subject matter expertise, 
is well positioned to meet this need and will 
be increasingly vital as the market continues 
to evolve towards integrated thinking, in the 
years to come.”

AUDIT AND NON-AUDIT: 
HAPPILY EVER AFTER

Following the UK’s Competition and 
Markets Authority’s (CMA) and Kingman 
reviews’ recommendations, resulting on calls 
to split audit and non-audit services, “the 
narrower issue of whether audit firms should 
provide non-audit services to their existing 
audit clients, is more nuanced,” continues 
Demirdöven. “Standard-setters, audit 
committees and regulators are all keenly 
aware of potential conflicts, real or perceived. 
Robust rules and policies already exist to 
mitigate risks to independence, and are under 
review for further enhancement.”

Chris Biggs, MD at independent firm 
Theta Financial Reporting, appears to 
support this view, stating: “Any split will 
have a fundamental impact on a trainee 
accountant’s/auditor’s breadth of experience 
which is key to their ability to do the best job 
they can and add wider insight and support 
to clients. If the current drive to ‘split’ the 
audit and non-audit functions of firms goes 
ahead, either voluntarily or by legislation, this 
is likely to exacerbate further the narrowing 
of the individual’s range of expertise across 
the skills in both audit and non-audit services. 
This will also impact what they can take out 
of the profession into industry and will be 
detrimental to the profession as a whole.”

Newcomer to the IAB World Survey, ETL 
Global CEO Christian Gorny, goes further 
to say: “Clients expect value-added services 
from their auditors. Thus, the fact-based 
background of our member firms’ core audit 
activities guarantees the opportunity to 
become the trusted advisor for the client.

“We are currently developing and expanding 
the ETL Global Cloud, a platform with 
which our member firms can automatically 
extract data from the client’s ERP system 
and analyse the data to formulate an opinion. 
In addition, the data lake which builds the 

continues on page 18

Anton Colella, Moore Global
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backbone of our ETL Global Cloud presents 
the opportunity to deliver value-added 
insights for the client.” 

For those institutions that consider 
the splitting of the audit and non-audit 
functions as commercially sensible, Kreston 
International CEO Liza Robbins suggests that 
secondments can be a valuable means of both 
assisting with staffing needs and helping the 
development of individuals and firms by the 
sharing of knowledge and experience. 

TRANSACTION SERVICES 
AND ADVISORY GROWTH
IAB’s global surveys continue to reflect the 
trend of consulting overtaking audit and 
accounting as the major service line for many 
networks and associations. This is most 
apparent with Deloitte, where advisory is now 
60% of the total business.

Technology appears to be playing a large 
part in this growth with the advent of AI 
and more complex algorithms for analysing 
big data sets tethering an affordable and 
more-efficient platform for accounting 
firms to provide a more holistic service. 
The indisputable reality is that demand for 
consultative services is growing globally.

Achieving a commercially successful result 
is another matter that ties in to concerns 
about investment in technology, the analytical 
prowess of staff and, most importantly, 
economies of scale. The sector is, therefore, 
neatly cleaving into the Big Four versus the rest.

Betty Ann Jarrett, global human capital 
leader at PwC, outlines the organisation’s 
intent on its digital transformation journey 
marked by key investments in technology and 
a focus on upskilling its staff.

Jarrett comments: “Over the next four 
years, as part of our New World, New Skills 
initiative we are investing $3bn, primarily in 
training all of our 276,000 people as well as 

recruiting those with necessary skills in areas 
including data analytics, robotics, process 
automation and AI for use in their work and 
also in developing and sharing technologies 
to support clients and communities.” 

Lisby reiterates: “Many of the 
developments in corporate operations 
and performance are technology-led. It is 
extremely rare for the client to have the in-
house specialisms, international resource and 
experience to deliver the project.

“Working on a major national or 
multinational organisation’s internal 
operations is the largest segment of the global 
advisory services sector in terms of fees, and is 
largely the reserve of the Big Four.

“However, mid-tier accounting firms 
specialise by engaging more on transaction 
services, the next strongest sector, covering 
acquisitions, mergers, turnarounds and sales. 
The services offered are extremely broad 
covering targeting, valuation, due diligence, 
funding and pre- and post-integration 
support.

“They have also built a significant portion 
of their advisory package targeted at the 
SME sector; for example, by offering profit 
building support via outsourced finance 
director services using the widespread 
adoption of cloud accounting, which 
facilitates the service, by providing online 
access to the client’s real-time accounting.”

Lisby continues: “Within the Asia-Pacific 
accountancy market, China remains a 
significant challenge for locally sourced 
expertise, with many Chinese firms generally 
focused more on traditional compliance 
services and not being sufficiently resourced 
or experienced, at present, to offer the 
advisory and non-audit functions that are so 
needed by both Chinese entrepreneurs and 
foreign investors.” 

Richard Smith, chair of the Global Centre 
of Excellence for Risk Advisory Services 
at RSM, talks about how the changing 
regulatory environment has led to an increase 
in demand for consulting services to provide 
support with compliance and IT structures. 
He feels that this demand has largely been 
driven by middle-market businesses looking 
to digitise more of their functions to benefit 
from efficiencies and reduced costs.

Smith states: “Clients are also looking to 
organise themselves more efficiently as they 
revamp their governance structures to link 
their performance with more sustainable 
investment decisions.”

Complicating the process is the need 
to factor in analysis of geopolitical and 

strategic risks, a skill that may be outside the 
comfort zone of many industry executives. 
Demirdöven is of the opinion that these 
are not fundamentally unknowable or 
unmanageable business problems.

He says: “They could even be a potential 
source of competitive advantage for 
companies that develop better capabilities to 
manage these risks.

“To stay ahead of geostrategic uncertainty, 
executives will want to take the following 
steps: identifying trends and disruptions 
that are specific to their organisations and 
markets, developing initiatives to mitigate 
risks and capture opportunities, establishing 
a decision-making process that prioritises 
initiatives and ensures executives are aligned 
on their implementation, and embedding 
the capabilities for geostrategic analysis 
into regular decision-making and planning 
processes.

“Executives should also monitor these trends 
for new developments that would require a 
reassessment of strategic initiatives.”

ALL ADVISORY IS NOT 
CREATED EQUAL
This potential need to train and/or recruit 
analytical expertise covering not just 
geopolitical but other areas of strategic 
importance, presents a fascinating challenge 
for firms. Success in securing advisory 
contracts will depend, increasingly, on firms 
managing to distinguish their service(s) in the 
marketplace with the differentiating factors 
needing to be closely aligned to specific 
projects.

Lisby proposes that firms will aim to win 
projects by “presenting the CVs of team 
leaders, highlighting their expertise and 
experience in delivering very similar projects.” 
He continues, “This is where a network’s 
brand and reputation can often bring value. 

world survey   |   outlook

continues on page 20
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Other factors that firms can focus on are 
offering competitive pricing, emphasising 
the short payback period that completion 
of the project may deliver, highlighting the 
uniqueness of the processes they propose 
to apply, and adhering to the proposed 
completion schedule.”

RSM’s Smith adds: “Clients have 
always expected, and rightly so, to access 
tailored expert insight alongside traditional 
accountancy services, but sweeping societal 
trends are accelerating demand. Cultural 
shifts such as privacy concerns or greater 
environmental awareness are reshaping the 
context in which clients operate – forcing 
them to evaluate entirely new risks.

“Also, regulators are coordinating with each 
other more and more on entire sectors across 
international boundaries. For example, Basel 
III cascaded through the whole banking 
and financial sector. As this trend continues, 
clients, and especially listed companies, will 
increasingly demand global thinking to solve 
global challenges. 2020 will doubtless be an 
eventful year and the global recognition of 
the climate risks we all face, is sure to be a 
core part of our conversations with clients 
well into the future.”

Demirdöven sounds a note of 
caution, however. “As firms grow their 
advisory practices and become ever larger 
multidisciplinary service organisations, 
leaders must never forget that ‘public 
watchdog’, ‘total independence from the 
client’ and ‘complete fidelity to the public 
trust’ are responsibilities of their audit 
practice. This is even more important when 
viewed against the backdrop of markets being 
affected by key uncertainties such as Brexit 
and the US-China trade war,” he notes.

TAXATION PAYS OFF
Four years have passed since the OECD 
published the base erosion and profit 
shifting (BEPS) action plan, but it is now 

going to become even more significant for 
international tax specialists as it becomes a 
major contributor to the growth of cross-
border tax advisory services.

Among the highest-profile BEPS action 
points are issues arising from the digital 
economy and determining where the liability 
for tax falls.

As Lisby says: “President Donald Trump’s 
threat of 100% duties on champagne 
and camembert seems to have persuaded 
French President Emanuel Macron to defer 
his desire to apply a digital services tax on 
Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon and 
Netflix. The question remains to be answered 
as to whether UK Prime Minister Boris 
Johnson will seek to apply such a tax as he has 
proposed.

“The OECD has advised the UK not to 
apply the tax until there is a multinational 
agreement; Trump has threatened to respond 
with taxes on UK cars. There is clearly the 
possibility that multinational agreement will 
not be reached in the short term.”

Rob Mander, head of international 
tax services at RSM International, says: 

“Resurgence in trade wars, tariffs and 
protectionist rhetoric has done little to curb 
the international ambitions of middle-market 
clients. The growth opportunities for middle-
market companies are increasingly global, 
and as more markets mature and open up 
for business, the most in-demand service has 
been for international tax advice to support 
companies in their global transactions.

“The second and third most popular services 
involve the provision of advice around 
the 2018 US tax reforms and the swathe 
of new digital services taxes that are being 
implemented by individual nations. There has 
been a surge of media and public attention on 
companies paying their ‘fair share of tax’, and 
that has neatly intersected with the OECD’s 
ongoing BEPS project. Understanding how 
these new laws affect companies is driving 
demand for international tax services.”

Of course, increased activity within tax 
services has had a knock-on effect of swelling 
demand for tax advisory.

Arnold states: “Our member firms have 
seen increased client activity in areas such as 
transfer pricing, indirect taxation and private 
wealth. Activity has been largely driven by 
increasing compliance requirements from tax 
authorities, and the international mobility 
of client’s businesses and high net worth 
individuals.” 

Nevertheless, the OECD’s 117-Member 
Inclusive Framework remains extremely 
divided on the issue of digital taxation, and 
reaching international consensus on nexus 
and profit allocation rules during 2020 seems 
to be ambitious – albeit still their objective. 
Missing this window of opportunity to build 
global consensus may have repercussions 
for the organisation’s appeal as a standard-
setting body, paving the way for further 
fragmentation of international rules through 
uncoordinated and complex unilateral rules. 

ETL Global’s Gorny, however, remains 
confident that, because demand for advice 
in indirect taxation is constantly rising as a 
consequence of globalisation in trade and 
manufacturing, business growth opportunities 
will continue to present themselves. He cites 
the rise of online trading in both B2B and 
B2C scenarios as cause for optimism. 

MUSICAL CHAIRS: REGIONAL 
TAX CHALLENGES
A key priority for the industry is to work 
with clients to establish clarity as to where 
their international trading activities are 
based. Appropriate advice may ensure 
that the format of those operations does 
not constitute a permanent establishment, 
meaning consequently that local tax 
obligations are avoided.

Another service in demand is assistance 
in recovering funds where international 

continues on page 22
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customers believe they are required to 
withhold tax on settlement of trading 
balances; however, the work on the full range 
of cross border tax issues, such as VAT, payroll 
taxes, customs duties and so on, continues 
apace. 

Looking forward, Lisby predicts that in 
Europe the nature of a trade deal between the 
EU and the UK has the potential to generate 
a further surge in demand from clients for 
tax advisory services. In the meantime, global 
networks and associations can continue to 
submit their views in reaction to the OECD 
secretariat’s consultation papers on its Work 
Programme on the Tax Challenges of the 
Digitalisation of the Economy.

Ultimately, the final decisions will be made 
by politicians, and the opening exchanges 
between President Donald Trump, President 
Emmanuel Macron and Prime Minister Boris 
Johnson suggest that an agreement is not 
looking likely in the short term.

Compliance, in terms of technology, is 
another tricky international issue. RSM’s 
Mander declares: “Established systems that 
have been in place for years often require 
companies to take two steps back before they 
can take one forward. This contrasts with 
developing markets where there are fewer 
historical precedents and you can implement 
new solutions quickly.

“For us, the balance is empowering each 
and every firm to experiment and innovate 
to solve local challenges while also ensuring 
a consistent long-term approach. The good 
news is that, very broadly, the same regulatory 
themes are present globally which allows us to 
approach different tax regimes with the same 
global strategy.”

He adds: “As a network, we can tackle the 
challenge by combining the vibrant diversity 
of approaches in our developing markets 
with the deep specialist skills in our larger 
established firms.”

Arnold appears to agree when he says: 
“There are limited areas where tax-specific 

software can be used across multiple 
jurisdictions, due to variations in local 
reporting and regulatory requirements. 
Exceptions would be the OECD and EU 
reporting (such as Common Reporting 
Standard, CbCR and DAC6), and indirect 
taxes.” 

Mander also feels that the new Digital 
Service Taxes (DSTs) that are being 
implemented by various countries are 
directed at very large global companies and, 
therefore, do not directly affect middle-
market clients. However, there are even 
broader tax and economic issues. Firstly, there 
could be localised economic impacts if a DST 
results in large global companies deciding to 
operate elsewhere. This will, in turn, have a 
significant impact on downstream suppliers 
of digital content and other support services, 
and these are the entrepreneurial high growth 
businesses of the future. More broadly, the 
implementation of DSTs appears to be a sure-
fire way to aggravate trade disputes, especially 
with the US.

As a specialist advisor to SME clients, 
Gorny adds: “SME clients neither have the 
opportunity nor the interest to shift profits 
from one jurisdiction to another, but rather 
concentrate on the operational improvement 
of their profitability. Consequently, the 
relevance of the OECD initiatives is limited 
for our business.”

CAN THEY DO THE JOB?
Regardless of the size of the firm or the 
audit, advisory or taxation challenges that it 
faces, recruiting and retaining qualified staff 
remains the biggest challenge to growth and 
commercial success.

Beyond just the issue of identifying the 
right candidate, to secure the prospect, the 
package must be especially attractive across 
a very wide range of influencing factors. 
So, it is not just pay and benefits: it would 
appear vital to have the right culture in the 
firm, an inspiring office environment, flexible 
practices and leading technology.

As Biggs states: “From what I have 
observed, there is a skills gap in experience 
rather than core skills, which are more crucial 
to the success and the employability of the 
individual. There is a gap within many roles 
where professionals need greater commercial 
and real-life applicable experience to apply 
their auditing and accounting knowledge to.”

Jean Stephens, global CEO at RSM adds: 
“Our primary objective, when it comes to 
recruitment, is less about quantity and more 

about quality. As we continue to nurture 
our existing people and identify our next 
generation of leaders, we will also look at how 
we can attract the right talent to anticipate 
the changing needs of our clients.

“We require a diverse range of professionals, 
and because the key drivers of growth across 
2019 for RSM were tax and consulting, 
there may be a specific need to recruit 
further specialists in these services to meet 
increasing client needs. Also, with service 
lines and business processes continuing to 
evolve, we are seeing talent sourced from 
a wider range of backgrounds than in the 
past. The reason for this is simple. We need 
to go beyond traditional qualifications and 
embrace professionals from an array of 
diverse backgrounds – from engineers to 
mathematicians, lawyers to HR professionals. 
As we build teams, we proactively look for a 
variety of skill sets.”

As Lisby puts it: “The answer appears 
simple: market the auditor role as an 
attractive career option, hire the right 
staff, continually train them on the latest 
technology and audit approach, and most 
importantly, ensure they apply the personal 
characteristics required to be effective.”

‘BREADTH OF SKILLS GAP’ 
DIVIDES THE INDUSTRY
However, automation and AI are changing 
and replacing roles, shifting focus from the 
potentially mundane data-preparation and 
analysis roles to the opportunity to add real 
value, presenting real-time informed insights 
from that analysis.

Therefore, higher skill levels are required as 
the emphasis moves from compliance towards 
advice aimed at enhancing profit generation, 
and it is here that the divisions between 
the Big Four and the mid-tier become clear. 
While technology is, of course, a key focus, 
the consulting arms of the Big Four will 

Richard Smith, RSM
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target, recruit and invest in those with the 
broadest range of academic and technical 
skills and experience.

Leading consulting divisions are industry-
specific, and being able to demonstrate 
relevant specialist experience in the proposed 
project team will clearly prove a winning 
factor. Those in the mid-tier are more likely 
to have moved to the consulting division 
from a traditional accountancy background.

Biggs senses that there is a “breadth of skills” 
gap. While not expecting all accountants 
trained in the profession to have every skill, 
the training environment encourages trainees 
to work within a specific area of a firm which 
gives them deep experience and skills in one 
area, but often not prolonged or meaningful 
exposure to other areas. Candidates typically 
fall into either being a “technical” person or 
someone with a proven record of growing 
opportunities and developing businesses 
while not being technically strong.

This issue is inherent in the structure 
of firms where the business development 
responsibility is generally at the partner 
or director level. Staff below that level are 
encouraged to support and start to develop 
such a mind-set, but are not invested in fully 
by the firms or asked to act as entrepreneurs 
or “owners” of the business.

He says: “I have seen big firms recruit the 
business development experience they need 
from other firms to fill the skills gap as an 
easier and more cost-effective approach than 
to develop from within. This is where we, as a 
sector, need to realign training in the industry. 
This is not necessarily just an issue in 
accounting, but is being experienced by other 
professional service sectors, such as law.”

RSM’s Stephens adds: “Accountancy 
has become an ever-increasingly complex 
profession requiring a mix of numeracy, 
emotional intelligence and technological 
adaptability.

“Middle-market business leaders expect 
their advisers to be able to offer insight on a 

range of business issues, rather than just the 
numbers, and that means unearthing people 
who wouldn’t traditionally have entered into 
accountancy, but who have new skills and a 
different way of looking at the world. 

“Attracting that talent, on an international 
scale, requires an innovative approach, being 
globally attractive and having a unified 
workplace culture that encourages diversity. A 
constant task for the RSM brand is ensuring 
that we have the right people in place, in 
each jurisdiction, to guarantee that firms 
are pulling in the same direction with one 
common goal.”

2020 OUTLOOK AND 
CONFIDENCE
With significant sustainability challenges 
ahead, there are differing outlooks in 
confidence and divergent views on many 
aspects of the industry and the strategies 
being adopted. The views of firms naturally 
vary, based on perceived objectives.

Lisby argues that “although there will be 
similar features in all strategic plans, there will 
not be a common priority issue for all CEOs 
of global organisations.

“For some, getting global acceptance of a 
change in strategic direction or governance 
may be the challenge; for others, recruitment 
may be high on the list. Others still may 
wish to extend geographical coverage or to 
strengthen representation in a particular 
location, some will be looking at potential 
mergers as a route to broadening their service 
range or achieving significant growth.”

Russell Bedford CEO Stephen Hamlet 
opines that what keeps him up at night “is 
the instability and ongoing uncertainty 
around the world. “I currently could not 
name a single economy where I have a huge 
amount of confidence right now, and this 

is having such a significant effect on the 
clients of our member firms and, in turn, our 
member firms themselves,” he says.

“The developing role of an accountant, 
to advise businesses and, with particular 
reference to firms of international networks, 
to help them on their international journeys, 
is becoming increasingly difficult.”

Praxity CEO Graeme Gordon also has 
major political and economic misgivings 
and cites the “probability of a major war” as 
deeply concerning, while Morison KSi CEO 
Memoria Lewis underlines her concern being 

“how we ensure connectivity between member 
firms without having a negative impact on 
the planet.

“We are looking at different technology 
to facilitate that, and have plans in place to 
reduce our waste and carbon footprint. As 
a leading but relatively small organisation 
compared to the larger networks, I would 
be keen to learn what they are doing so we 
can all learn from their example. Saying that, 
perhaps it takes a smaller organisation which 
can potentially be more nimble to take the 
lead,” Lewis states.

On the operational side, Biggs is greatly 
concerned that the actual and perceived 
quality of the audit process has to be 
addressed now. He feels that confidence will 
drain and criticism continue to grow to even 
more critical levels if the audit reliability issue 
is not dealt with in a suitable, robust and 
sustainable manner immediately. 

On that note, Stephens is convinced that 
the key for RSM at least is “staying ahead of 
the curve”. She notes that the accountancy 
profession is being impacted by the digital 
revolution and rapid pace of change, which 
is fundamentally changing the industry and 
the way that clients are served; however, she 
feels “exhilarated” by the challenge, and 
believes that developing new business models, 
with professionals whose skill sets go far 
beyond traditional accounting services, is the 
revolution that will shake up the industry. Graeme Gordon, Praxity

Stephen Hamlet, Russell BedfordJean Stephens, RSM
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europe
Networks: fee and staff data 
(excluding big 4 – see page 44)

Rank Name Fee income 
2019 ($m) Growth (%)

Total staff
Growth

2019 2018

7

Totals/growth 16,334.9 0% 156,206.1 147,425.6 6%

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av = not available. (1) Alliance and/or correspondent members may be included. (2) Data for alliance 

*Disclaimer: 
Source:

world survey   |   europe
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Rank Name Fee income 
2019 ($m)

Fee income 
2018 ($m) Growth (%)

Total staff
Growth

2019 2018

3

7

Totals/growth 10,742.5 8,840.4 17% 91,727.0 79,871.9 10%

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av
-

*Disclaimer: 
Source:

europe
associations: fee and staff data

world survey   |   europe
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north america
Networks: fee and staff data 
(excluding big 4 – see page 44)

Rank Name Fee income 
2019 ($m) Growth (%)

Total staff
Growth

2019 2018

7

Totals/growth 22,709.2 11% 115,313.5 105,941.0 9%

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av = not available. (1) Alliance and correspondent members may be included. (2) Increase in fee income 
-

*Disclaimer: 

world survey   |   north america
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Rank Name Fee income 
2019 ($m) Growth (%)

Total staff
Growth

2019 2018

3

7

Totals/growth 14,273.8 7% 81,921.0 74,449.5 6%

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av

*Disclaimer: 
Source:

north america
associations: fee and staff data

world survey   |   north america
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latin america
Networks: fee data 
(excluding big 4 – see page 44)

world survey   |   latin america

Rank Name
Fee 

income 
2019 ($m)

Growth 
(%)

Fee split (%)
Year end Audit & 

assurance services Tax Advisory Other 

7

37 33

7

33

33 7

3

33

Total revenue/growth 1,468.5 0%

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av = not available. (1) Alliance and/or correspondent members may be included. (2) Revenue does not 

*Disclaimer: 

Source:
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latin america
Networks: staff data 
(excluding big 4 – see page 44)

world survey   |   latin america

Rank Name
Total staff Growth 

(%)
Partners Professionals Admin staff Offices

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

7

77

77

373

37

33

377

33

3

39,080 36,778 6% 2,847 2,626 30,890 28,852 5,343 4,958 1,100 1,094

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av

*Disclaimer: 
Source:
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latin america
associations: fee data

world survey   |   latin america

Rank Name
Fee 

income 
2019 ($m)

Growth 
(%)

Fee split (%)
Year end Audit & 

assurance services Tax Advisory Other 

3

7 7

3

3

7 7

3 3

Total revenue/growth 782.9 0%

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av = not available. (1) Revenue does not not include data from correspondent and alliance members. (2) 

*Disclaimer: 

Source:
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latin america
associations: staff data

world survey   |   latin america

Rank Name
Total staff Growth 

(%)
Partners Professionals Admin staff Offices

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

73 37

3

7

333

37

19,113 16,795 3% 1,655 1,328 12,213 10,345 2,356 2,001 731 641

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av = not available
*Disclaimer: 
Source:
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middle east
Networks: fee data 
(excluding big 4 – see page 44)

world survey   |   middle east

Rank Name
Fee 

income 
2019 ($m)

Growth (%)
Fee split (%)

Year end Audit & 
assurance services Tax Advisory Other 

7

3

7

3

7

3

7

3

Total revenue/growth 675.6 9%

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av = not available. (1) Alliance and/or correspondent members may be included. (2) Increase in fee 

-

*Disclaimer: 

Source:
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middle east
Networks: staff data 
(excluding big 4 – see page 44)

world survey   |   middle east

Rank Name
Total staff Growth 

(%)
Partners Professionals Admin staff Offices

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

7

73 

7 7 

33 

7 7 3 

7 3 3 

12,063 11,180 8% 1,035 978 9,345 8,603 1,683 1,599 437 431

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av

*Disclaimer: 
Source:
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middle east
associations: fee data

world survey   |   middle east

Rank Name
Fee 

income 
2019 ($m)

Growth 
(%)

Fee split (%)
Year end Audit & 

assurance services Tax Advisory Other 

3 7

7

7

7

7 7

Total revenue/growth 454.0 11%

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av

*Disclaimer: 

Source:
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middle east
associations: staff data

world survey   |   middle east

Rank Name
Total staff Growth 

(%)
Partners Professionals Admin staff Offices

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

3 37

7

37

7

33

7

7

3 33

8,614 7,497 11% 613 542 3,816 3,384 953 1,023 324 264

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av -
non and Kuwait. 
*Disclaimer: 
Source:
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world survey   |   africa

Rank Name
Fee 

income 
2019 ($m)

Growth 
(%)

Fee split (%)
Year end Audit & 

assurance services Tax Advisory Other 

7

3

3

7

7

3

33

37

3

73

Total revenue/growth 714.6 -3% 45 22 15 14 7

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av -

*Disclaimer: 

Source:

africa
Networks: fee data 
(excluding big 4 – see page 44)
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world survey   |   africa

africa
Networks: staff data 
(excluding big 4 – see page 44)

Rank Name
Total staff Growth 

(%)
Partners Professionals Admin staff Offices

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

7

737

7

7 7 3

3 3

21,695 19,680 10% 1,560 1,489 16,511 14,744 3,624 3,447 588 541

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av = not available. 
*Disclaimer: 
Source:



world survey   |   africa

africa
associations: fee data

Rank Name
Fee 

income 
2019 ($m)

Growth 
(%)

Fee split (%)
Year end Audit & 

assurance services Tax Advisory Other 

3 7

37 7

37

7

7

7

33 7

Total revenue/growth 354.2 15%

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av

*Disclaimer: 

Source:

38  |  February 2020  |  



world survey   |   africa

africa
associations: staff data

Rank Name
Total staff Growth 

(%)
Partners Professionals Admin staff Offices

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

3

7

7

37 37

33

37

3 3

9,722 8,447 9% 717 643 6,774 5,828 1,351 1,326 297 248

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av
*Disclaimer: 
Source:

www.internationalaccountingbulletin.com  |  39
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world survey   |   asia-pacific

Rank Name
Fee 

income 
2019 ($m)

Growth 
(%)

Fee split (%)
Year end Audit & 

assurance services Tax Advisory Other 

7

7

7

73

3

3

37

3

7

37

Total revenue/growth 9,067.3 2%

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av

*Disclaimer: 

Source:

asia-pacific
Networks: fee data 
(excluding big 4 – see page 44)
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world survey   |   asia-pacific

asia-pacific
Networks: staff data 
(excluding big 4 – see page 44)

Rank Name
Total staff Growth 

(%)
Partners Professionals Admin staff Offices

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

7

337

733 77

33 33

37

3

7 7

33

154,795 149,592 4% 8,218 8,629 128,897 122,974 17,375 18,067 1,751 1,862

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av

*Disclaimer: 
Source:
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world survey   |   asia-pacific

asia-pacific
associations: fee data

Rank Name
Fee 

income 
2019 ($m)

Growth 
(%)

Fee split (%)
Year end Audit & 

assurance services Tax Advisory Other 

3

3

7

3

3

33

37

3

7

Total revenue/growth 3,154.1 5%

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av

*Disclaimer: 

Source:
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world survey   |   asia-pacific

asia-pacific
associations: staff data

Rank Name
Total staff Growth 

(%)
Partners Professionals Admin staff Offices

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

3

7

73

33

37

37

33 7

58,686 51,978 6% 3,746 3,407 44,798 38,938 7,555 7,222 1,255 1,085

Notes: (e)  n.d = not disclosed, n.c = not collected, n.ap = not applicable, n.av
*Disclaimer: 
Source:
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the big four – fee income

Rank Name
Total ($m) Americas Growth 

(%)
Europe, ME, Africa Growth 

(%)
Growth 

(%)2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

3

Total fee income/growth 154,792 148,212 70,466 66,258 6% 58,739 57,735 2% 25,687 24,217 6%

Source:

the big four – staff

Rank Name
Total ($m) Americas Growth 

(%)
Europe, ME, Africa Growth 

(%)
Growth 

(%)2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

3

Totals/growth 1,091,332 1,005,753 349,575 324,190 8% 446,721 414,444 8% 256,754 234,223 10%

Source:

the big fourthe big four

the big four – fee and staff

Source:

PwC

EY

KPMG

EY

PwC

KPMG

world survey   |   the big 4
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world survey   |   firm movements

network/ 
assoc. FIRM ADDITIONS, MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

Added:

Lost: 

Added: 

Lost:
Added: 

Lost:
Added:
Lost:
M&A: 

Added:

Lost:
M&A:

Added:
Lost:

M&A:

Crowe
Added:

Lost: 

Added: 

Lost:
Added: 

Lost:

Added:

Lost:

Added:
M&A:
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world survey   |   firm movements

network/ 
assoc. FIRM ADDITIONS, MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

Added:
Lost:

Added: 

Lost:

Grant 

Added: 

M&A:

Added:

Lost: 

M&A:

Added: 

Lost:

IECnet

Added: 

Lost: 

Integra 

Added: 

Lost:
M&A: 

JHI 
Added:
Lost: 
M&A: 

Kreston 

Added: 

Lost:

M&A:

Kudos Added:
Lost:
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world survey   |   firm movements

network/ 
assoc. FIRM ADDITIONS, MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

Added:
Lost: 
M&A: 

M&A: 

Added: 

Lost:

Added:
Lost: 
M&A:

Added:

Lost:
Added:

Lost:

Added: 
Lost: 

Lost:
Added:
Lost: 

Reanda Added:

Lost:
Added:

Lost:
M&A:
Added:

Lost: 
M&A: 
Added:

Lost: 
M&A: 
Added:

Lost:
Added: 

Lost:

UHY 
Added: 

Lost:
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